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Applications of Digital Signal Processing to Audio and AcousticsSpringer, 2001
With the advent of `multimedia', digital signal processing (DSP) of sound has emerged from the shadow of bandwidth limited speech processing to become a research field of its own. To date, most research in DSP applied to sound has been concentrated on speech, which is bandwidth limited to about 4 kilohertz. Speech processing is also limited by the...
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Digital Signal Processing: A Filtering ApproachThomson Delmar Learning, 2000
This new resource introduces the concepts, equations, and terminology of Digital Signal Processing, and also provides the tools needed to analyze and design digital filters. With emphasis on digital filtering, this book applies the reader's knowledge of AC circuits, trigonometry, algebra, calculus and analog filter design to digital signal...
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Filling a Need While Making Some Noise: A Music Therapist's Guide to PediatricsJessica Kingsley Publishers, 2005

	'This book teaches, provides painful insight, and creates awareness and empathy for the patients, families, and caregivers who are living and working every day within a framework of tragedy. This book is also great entertainment. You will laugh and cry, sometimes simultaneously, throughout your reading.'


	- From the Foreword...
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Lead Generation For Dummies (For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance))For Dummies, 2014

	Learn how to get your message heard above the online noise


	The buying process is greatly changed. With the Internet, the buyer is in charge. If your product is going to compete, you need to master 21st century lead generation, and this book shows you how. It's packed with effective strategies for inbound and outbound...
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MATLAB® Recipes for Earth SciencesSpringer, 2015

	With this fourth edition the book makes its fi rst appearance as an interactive

	ebook. Th is format allows the reader to follow the contents in much the

	same way as they are presented in the courses that I teach at the University

	of Potsdam and elsewhere. During such courses the participants interact

	with the various tools by...
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Image Processing Based on Partial Differential Equations: Proceedings of the International ConferenceSpringer, 2007
The book contains twenty-two original scientific research articles that address the state-of-the-art in using partial differential equations for image and signal processing. The articles arose from presentations given at the international conference on PDE-Based Image Processing and Related Inverse Problems, held at the Centre of Mathematics for...
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Disappearing Cryptography, Third Edition: Information Hiding: Steganography & WatermarkingMorgan Kaufmann, 2008
"Disappearing Cryptography is a witty and entertaining look at the world of information hiding. Peter Wayner provides an intuitive perspective of the many techniques, applications, and research directions in the area of steganography. The sheer breadth of topics is outstanding and makes this book truly unique. A must read for...
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Techniques for Noise Robustness in Automatic Speech RecognitionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems are finding increasing use in everyday life. Many of the commonplace environments where the systems are used are noisy, for example users calling up a voice search system from a busy cafeteria or a street. This can result in degraded speech recordings and adversely affect the performance of speech...
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Architectural Acoustics (Applications of Modern Acoustics)Academic Press, 2006
A comprehensive design guide to all aspects of architectural acoustics--from enhanced performance spaces to sound-proofing multifamily housing to environmental considerations.     

   Architectural Acoustics presents a comprehensive technical overview of the field at a level suitable for working practitioners as well as advanced...
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Photoshop CS6 and Lightroom 4: A Photographer's HandbookRocky Nook, 2012

	
		Adobe Photoshop is central to almost all photography workflows and Lightroom has rapidly been adopted as well. Each new version of the software is a milestone in the development of these vital imaging tools, and the 2012 releases are no exception.

		

		Photographers often feel overwhelmed when starting with Photoshop;...
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A Measure Theoretical Approach to Quantum Stochastic Processes (Lecture Notes in Physics) (Volume 878)Springer, 2013

	This monograph takes as starting point that abstract quantum stochastic processes can be understood as a quantum field theory in one space and in one time coordinate. As a result it is appropriate to represent operators as power series of creation and annihilation operators in normal-ordered form, which can be achieved using classical measure...
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Single-Frequency Fiber Lasers (Optical and Fiber Communications Reports)Springer, 2019

	
		This book gives a contemporary overview of the technologies of single-frequency fiber lasers. The development of single-frequency fiber lasers is one of the most significant achievements in the field of laser photonics over the past two decades. Owing to the crucial demands of a laser sources with highly stable single-frequency...
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